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Abstract. A comprehensive repository of semantic relations between verbs is of
great importance in supporting a large area of natural language applications. The
aim of this paper is to automatically generate a repository of semantic relations
between verb pairs using Distributional Memory (DM), a state-of-the-art framework
for distributional semantics. The main idea of our method is to exploit relationships
that are expressed through prepositions between a verbal and a nominal event in
text to extract semantically related events. Then using these prepositions, we derive
relation types including causal, temporal, comparison, and expansion. The result
of our study leads to the construction of a resource for semantic relations, which
consists of pairs of verbs associated with their probable arguments and significance
scores based on our measures. Experimental evaluations show promising results on
the task of extracting and categorising semantic relations between verbs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding the semantics relations between events is an important step to cap-
ture the meanings of text. This information is crucial in supporting textual infer-
ences, where systems need to automatically infer unknown fact from the currently
available facts. For example, consider the following snippet. In Coreference Resolu-
tion, it may be useful to know shot could result in killing.

An Indiana teenager killed a 73-year-old man.
Autopsy results show Kim was shot three times.

Knowing that kill and shot are semantically related, we can easily co-refer Kim
to a 73-year-old man rather An Indiana teenager which is not its correct antecedent.

A repository that includes relationship between plausible semantically related
events could be helpful in many NLP tasks, including Question Answering [1, 2],
Machine Translation, Information Extraction, Coreference Resolution [3], Predic-
tion [4], Summarization [5], Recognizing Textual Entailment [6], etc.

Many semantic resources have been developed to express knowledge of verbs,
including FrameNet [7], VerbNet [8], ProBank [9], and WordNet [10]. Despite use-
fulness in many aspects, unfortunately these resources do not provide (large-scale)
semantic knowledge between verb pairs. WordNet [10] provides some types of this
knowledge as cause and entailment relations. However this information is just pro-
vided for relations that are always true. For instance, it does not include the relation
“shot” happens-before “kill” since it is just a plausible sequence of events and is not
guaranteed to occur all the time. Such relations hold between a wide number of
event pairs but are not accessible easily.

Since a real application demands a wide-coverage resource for related verbs, we
develop an automatic method to acquire a broad-coverage repository of semantic
relations between verbs based on Distributional Memory (DM) [11]. The main
contributions of our research are as follows:

• Providing a broad coverage Knowledge Base (KB) of semantically related verbs.

• Proposing a set of novel metrics to measure the strength of the semantically
related verbs.

• Using preposition between verb-noun pairs to infer semantic relations and di-
rection between them.

• Providing plausible common arguments of related verbs that beside other ben-
efits, is helpful in identifying correct sense of verbs that causes their relations.

• Role mapping for the common argument of each related verb pair.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous attempts to
discover related verbs. In Section 3 we present Distributional Memory, which is the
base of our method. The model for the extraction of semantically related verbs and
classification relations types is presented in Section 4, followed by the evaluation
and discussion in Section 5 and conclusion in Section 6.
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2 RELATED WORK

Due to importance of verb knowledge in natural language processing, many semantic
resources have been developed to express knowledge of verbs, including FrameNet [7],
VerbNet [8], ProBank [9], and WordNet [10]. Despite usefulness in many aspects,
unfortunately these resources do not provide broad-coverage semantic knowledge
between verb pairs, but provide information about the semantic classes, thematic
roles and selectional restrictions of verbs. Among these, WordNet and FrameNet
are the only resources which provide information about semantic relation between
verbs. However, as these resources are created manually they have a very limited
coverage. Researchers have recently shown more interest in the task of automatic
recognition of causal-temporal relations between events [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21].

In [12] the authors use Naive Bayes classifier to learn the probabilities of semantic
relation between event pair from a raw corpus in an unsupervised manner. To
evaluate their model, they used two test sets from different domains. Test sets were
manually classified with two human annotators. They stated that their best model
improved by 7.05 % from the baseline model.

In [22, 23] the authors tried to extract chains of events sharing a common partic-
ipant. They consider only verbs as events and given an existing chain of events, they
predict the next likely event involving the protagonist. They used narrative cloze to
evaluate event relatedness, and an order coherence task to evaluate narrative order
and reported improvement in both tasks.

In [13], a pattern-based approach is introduced which firstly extracts highly as-
sociated verb pairs and their frequency from the web. Then, using co-occurrence
data on pairs of verbs, they assessed the strength of the associations by evaluating
their mutual information. Finally, using a manually defined threshold they deter-
mine whether each association between a verb pair is valid or not. The result is
a knowledge base of causal associations of verbs, which contains similarity, strength,
antonym, enablement and temporal relations. They did not provide precise evalua-
tion methodology for the obtained results.

Extracting verb-verb, verb-noun and noun-noun event relationship from text [14]
concentrated on acquiring causality between events. They used both minimal super-
vision and unsupervised metrics to learn causal dependencies between two events.
They evaluated their model on 20 news articles from CNN. On verbal events, they
reported 38.3 % F-score with CEA and 1–2 % improvement using minimally super-
vised method.

In [21], the authors used Decision Trees for the detection of causations in sen-
tences that contained causal relations. They reported the result of evaluation with
precision of 98 % and recall of 84 %, but, their method was not able to detect the
causes and the effects.

Using a set of knowledge-rich metrics [17] proposed to learn the likelihood of
causal relations between intra- and inter-sentential instances of verb-verb pairs.
They relied on the unambiguous discourse markers because and but to automati-
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cally collect training instances of cause and non-cause event pairs, respectively. The
result was a knowledge base of causal associations of verbs, which contained three
classes of verb pairs: strongly causal, ambiguous and strongly non-causal.

In [18] the authors propose a model for the recognition of causality in intra-
sentential verb-noun pairs using Supervised Classifier. They employed linguistic
features along with semantic classes of nouns and verbs with high tendency to encode
cause or non-cause relations. They generated a test set with instances of form verb-
noun phrase and report 46.61 % F-score, and 80.74 accuracy.

In the most recent work, [20] tried to find pairs of verbs linked by a relation
explicitly marked by a discourse connector in the corpus, as an indication of a regular
semantic relation between the two verbs. The output of this work is the main existing
resource that we have compared our results with.

3 DISTRIBUTIONAL MEMORY

Distributional Memory (DM) [11] is a generalized framework for distributional se-
mantics, generalizing different existing typologies of semantic spaces. The aim
of Distributional Memory is representing corpus-extracted distributional facts as
weighted tuple structures, which are a set of weighted word-link-word tuples 〈〈w1,
L, w2〉, λ〉. W1 and w2 are a set of strings representing content words, and L
is a set of strings representing syntagmatic co-occurrence links between words in
a text. Each tuple T has a weight, a real-valued score, assigned by a scoring function
λ : W1 × L ×W2 → R. For example, the tuple 〈〈harvest, before, rain〉, 66.0141〉
says harvest and rain are related through the link before with the co-occurrence
weight of 66.0141 in the corpus.

DM is built upon the DSM idea. Distributional semantic models (DSMs) are
corpus-based models of semantic representation, rely on some version of the dis-
tributional hypothesis [24], stating that the degree of semantic similarity between
two words (or other linguistic units) can be modelled as a function of the degree of
overlap among their linguistic contexts.

Therefore, given a weighted tuple structure, by matricizing the corresponding
labelled third-order tensor, four distinct semantic vector spaces can be obtained:
W1×LW2, W1W2×L, W1L×W2, and L×W1W2. Depending on the tasks, one
can choose suitable vector spaces to address it. For instance, one can use W1×LW2
to tackle attributional similarity tasks such as synonym detection or concept catego-
rization. The W1W2×L vectors represent word pairs in a space whose dimensions
are links, and can be used to measure relational similarity among different pairs (e.g.
〈sergeant, gun〉 is similar to 〈teacher, pen〉). The W1L×W2 space can be used to
capture different verb classes based on the argument alternations they display (e.g.
the object slot of kill is more similar to the subject slot of die). The L ×W1W2
space displays similarities among links.

Different DM models can be generated based on the selection of the sets W
and L and of the scoring function λ. In this paper we used TypeDM, which is
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the best performing DM model across the various semantic tasks addressed in [11].
The links of TypeDM include lexico-syntactic shallow patterns and, lexicalized de-
pendency paths. Its tensor contains about 130 M non-zero tuples extracted from
a corpus of about 2.83 billion tokens. This corpus has been obtained by concate-
nation of the Web-derived ukWaC corpus, about 1.915 billion tokens, a mid-2009
dump of the English Wikipedia, about 820 million tokens, the British National Cor-
pus, about 95 million tokens. The resulting concatenated corpus was tokenized,
POS-tagged and lemmatized with the TreeTagger and dependency-parsed with the
MaltParser [30].

The model contains 30 693 lemmas (20 410 nouns, 5 026 verbs and 5 257 ad-
jectives). These terms were selected based on their frequency in the corpus (they
are approximately the top 20 000 most frequent nouns and top 5 000 most frequent
verbs and adjectives), augmenting the list with lemmas that could be found in var-
ious standard test sets, such as the TOEFL and SAT lists.

4 PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we introduce our approach to extract semantically related verbs
from TypeDM. Figure 1 depicts the structure of our proposed system. Firstly,
candidate tuples are extracted from TypeDM. We assume that a verb-noun pair can
be a candidate tuple if they are connected through a preposition. Next, tuples that
do not contain event pairs are deleted, including

1. tuples containing phrasal verbs,

2. tuples whose w2 are non-action nominals, and

3. tuples whose w2 distinguished as non-action after disambiguation it based on
w1 and link as context.

Then, after converting action nominals to their corresponding verbs, and aggregating
verb pairs, some metrics of relations strength are introduced. Then using subject
and object links in TypeDM, common arguments of semantically related verbs are
extracted, which beside common argument weight (CAW), a measure of relation
strength, can help to find mapping of verb pairs thematic roles. Finally, we derive
the relation direction and relation types including causal, temporal, comparison, and
expansion from links connecting two verbs. The following sections describe each of
these steps in more details.

4.1 Extraction of Potential Relations

As explained in previous section, the TypeDM tensor contains about 130 M tuples
automatically extracted from corpora of about 2.83 billion tokens. In order to get ini-
tial tuples that could denote pairs of related events, we have firstly selected 24 links
from 25 336 direct and inverse link types formed by syntactic dependencies and pat-
terns. These links are composed of 22 prepositions plus coordination and its inverse
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Figure 1. Our proposed system

direction. We extracted all tuples of these 24 links from TypeDM as initial tu-
ples (InitTuples). InitTuples include about 23 M tuples in form of 〈〈w1,L,w2〉, λ〉.
In these tuples w1 is mostly a verb (except coordination link) and w2 is always
a noun. Table 1 shows these links along with example tuples. For instance, in
〈accuse, of,murder〉, the preposition of is a sign of semantic relation between accuse
and murder.

4.1.1 Relation Direction

Semantic relation is an asymmetric relation, so we have to know temporal direction
of the relation. That is, in the tuple 〈w1, link,w2〉 we have to know if the relation
direction is from w1 to w2 (w1 → w2) or from w2 to w1 (w2 → w1). In the link
set we are working on, the direction of most of links is w2 → w1, i.e. w2 happens
before w1. The direction of some links, however, is w1→ w2. Precisely, the direction
of before and coord are always w1 → w2. The direction of all other links except
three ambiguous-direction links viz. for, with, and without is always w2→ w1.

We plan to give a solution for finding the relation direction of these three am-
biguous links in future. However, at the moment, we simplified the problem and
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Table 1. List of links used to extract potentially related event pairs

adapted the majority of directions as the relation direction for these ambiguous
links. According to our experiments, more than 95 % of tuples of with (without)
links have the direction of w2→ w1, so we supposed all tuples in these links (with-
without) have direction from w2 to w1. For the link for, about 83 % of tuples have
the direction of w1→ w2, so we considered its direction as w1→ w2. It should be
noted that since each verb pair is usually connected through multiple links (see Sec-
tion 4.3), their relation direction is introduced by multiple links. Hence the existing
error in the direction of for and with has negligible effect on the direction of final
relation.

4.2 Removing Non-Action Nominals

Having extracted InitTuples from TypeDM, the next step is to remove the tuples
from it which do not contain event pairs. In natural language, an event is mostly
encoded using a verb or a noun. In all tuples 〈〈w1, link,w2〉, λ〉 extracted in previ-
ous subsection, w2 is a noun. Obviously, not all these nouns are events or action
nominals. Following [25], action nominals are defined as “nouns derived from verbs
(verbal nouns) with the general meaning of an action or a process”. Also, accord-
ing to [26], “an event is a situation that occur or happen, and can be expressed
by verbs, nominal or some other linguistic units”. So, we have to identify action
nominals (event nouns) from non-action ones in InitTuples. We have intended to
remove three types of tuples that do not contain event pairs, including:

• Tuples where w1 together with a preposition create phrasal verbs like account
for.

• Tuples where based on WordNet event denoting synsets (WEDS) w2 is not event
at all, like day.

• Tuples where w2 becomes non-event after disambiguating them based on w1 and
preposition. For example race is not an event noun in 〈discriminate, because,
race〉.
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After removing these non-event pairs, the number of tuples in InitTuples reduced
from over 23 M to about 3.2 M tuples.

Figure 2. The flowchart of removing tuples containing non-action nominal

4.2.1 Removing Phrasal Verbs

In this article we are interested in prepositions connecting a verb to a noun. On the
other hand, in English, prepositions could be combined with verbs producing phrasal
verbs like abide by, accord with, account for, look after, and so on. This usage of
prepositions differs from the one we based our method on. If we let tuples containing
phrasal verbs remain in our data, they will produce noise in subsequent steps causing
wrong results in relations types’ classification and determining relations strength.
So, we used a predefined list of phrasal verbs to remove such tuples from InitTuples.

4.2.2 Non-Event Nominals

The term event itself has many readings. Some authors use it to refer only to dy-
namic actions, while others use it to refer also to static situations [42]. In the recent
work [38] some definitions of event are provided. The best-known classification of
events is one proposed by [41], who distinguishes between states (non-dynamic sit-
uations persisting over a period of time and without an endpoint, e.g., believe),
activities (open-ended dynamic processes, e.g., walk), accomplishments (processes
with a natural endpoint and an intrinsic duration, e.g., build a house) and achieve-
ments (almost instantaneous events with an endpoint, e.g., find). Moreover, in the
linguistic literature, all types of actions, states and processes often fall under the
cover term eventualities, coined by [32] in his work on the algebra of events. Follow-
ing Bach’s broad notion of event [32], TimeML identifies a wide range of linguistic
expressions realizing events, i.e. tensed and untensed verbs (e.g., was captured, to
thank), adjectives (e.g., sick), nominals (e.g., strike) and prepositional phrases (e.g.,
on board).

Investigating various classifications of the event in past literature, we summarize
them in Table 2. Respecting these classifications, we can see that three classes
exist in almost all classifications viz. state (non-dynamic situations persisting over
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Table 2. Event classification in past literature

a period of time and without an endpoint), process (or activity, open-ended dynamic
processes), and event (or transition, natural endpoint that are quantized, telic or
terminative). Considering the TimeML [35], another class could be added to them
i.e. reporting.

On the other hand, like [14, 37] we used WordNet to identify some sub-trees
from WordNet synsets so that their hyponym (children) are mostly action nominals.
Surprisingly, the top four WordNet synsets which we have gained with highest ratio
of event nominals are analogous to the four classes that we acquired from the pre-
vious literature. These synsets along with some of their hyponym (children) nouns
are shown in Table 3. Indeed, not all nouns under these synsets are action nominals.
However, as our first goal is identifying and discarding tuples containing non-event
nouns, this method works well at present.

Table 3. WordNet event denoting synsets and their equivalent classes in the past literature

Given WEDS, we can determine if a noun have the chance of being event noun
or not. For instance, the leaf-to-root paths for the first sense of offense(n) and
album(n) are as follow, respectively:

• offense ⇒ behavior ⇒ activity ⇒ act ⇒ event ⇒ psychological feature ⇒
abstraction⇒ entity,

• album ⇒ medium ⇒ instrumentality ⇒ artifact ⇒ whole ⇒ object ⇒ physical
entity⇒ entity.

The event synset in leaf-to-root hypernym path of the first sense of offense
indicates that this noun could be an action nominal. For the word album, on the
other hand, there is not such synset, neither in its first sense nor any other senses.
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This implies that album could not denote an event. Using this method, we determine
the sense number of the nouns that can denote event together with the synsets name.
We call this information semantic-category. In order to determine semantic-category
for a noun, the leaf-to-root hypernym path for its all senses is searched. That is, we
have gone through all its WordNet senses; have examined their hypernyms (parent)
in WordNet hypernym relations one-by-one upward. During the search, for each
sense S of the noun, if one of the WEDS synset is found, we assigned the synset
name along with the sense number of S, otherwise its value will be non-action.

For example event/4 for semantic-category of a noun means that hypernym path
of its fourth sense contains event, and process/1 means that hypernym path of its
first sense contains process, and so forth. For example semantic-category for birth
and authority are:

• semantic-Cat (birth) = 〈event/2− process/3〉,
• semantic-Cat (authority) = 〈state/4〉.

Algorithm 1 shows the details for extracting semantic-cat for a word. Firstly, the
semantic cat is set to an empty string. Then, by iterating through all noun senses of
the word and checking their hypernym against event denoting synsets, semantic-cat
is acquired.

Algorithm 1 Semantic-cat extracting algorithm

4.2.3 Metonym Nouns

Beside action nominals that can be identified through Algorithm 1, there are other
nouns that are of our interest. Although semantically can denote event, these
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nouns are categorized as non-event nouns by Algorithm 1. Considering the tu-
ple 〈escape, from, jail〉 for example, we can understand that event jail can result in
event escape. In fact, the noun jail in this tuple can denote event jail (putting in
jail). However, jail is a noun in this tuple and semantic-Cat (jail) is non-event. The
point is that the word jail has a verb form as well, which is an event. Actually, here
the noun jail can be metonym of its verb in our method. Another such example is
〈receive, after, pay〉, where noun pay denotes event of paying, while it is categorized
as non-event nouns by Algorithm 1 as well. There are many such nouns in TypeDM
which are categorized as non-event while could denote an event. In order to de-
tect these metonym nouns, we have heuristically chosen nouns having two following
criteria:

• the noun has a verb form with the same spelling,

• the noun categorizes as non-event based on Algorithm 1.

We found about 800 such nouns in TypeDM through above-mentioned criteria.
Table 4 shows some examples of such nouns extracted from TypeDM.

Table 4. Some examples of tuples where w2 is a noun that can be metonym of its verb

4.2.4 Disambiguate Polysemous Words

Many polysemous words in English can have both event and non-event meanings.
For instance the word spring can be both non-event noun (springtime, fountain,
a metal elastic device, and elasticity) and event noun (leap). We have to iden-
tify and separate non-event nouns like spring in 〈occur, during, spring〉 or race in
〈discriminate, because, race〉 to prevent probable harmful side-effects in subsequent
steps. We tried to convert such triples to a sentence and use state of the art WSD
like BabelNet [27] to find correct sense of the ambiguous noun. Regarding this ap-
proach there are two points. Firstly, it is not easy to convert every tuple to a well
formed English sentence to fit input of WSD like BabelNet. Secondly, the preci-
sion of this approach is very low in our data. For example, BabelNet disambiguate
race in tuple 〈discriminate, because, race〉 as any competition when we tried it in the
sentence “People should not be discriminated because race”. So we decided to build
a model for disambiguating w2 in our tuples.
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To do so, we have to construct a model which, given a tuple 〈w1, preposition,w2〉,
will correctly predict the sense to which the w2 belongs using w1 and preposition
as context. This is a classification problem, which for a w2 with N noun senses,
has N different classes. For each of these N senses, we extracted salient words from
the WordNet glosses, synonyms, and hypernyms as feature set. Also, in order to
convert the context (i.e. the w1 and the preposition) to a set of feature words, we used
TypeDM. Specifically, for a tuple 〈w1, preposition,w2〉 in which w2 is an ambiguous
noun, we extracted all tuples 〈〈w1,L,w2〉, λ〉 having the pattern 〈w1, preposition, *〉
from TypeDM. Then, we have chosen top 5 w2 of the extracted tuples having highest
λ value. For example, in tuple 〈occur, during, spring〉 it is unknown for the system
if the spring means a season, outflow, a metal, or leap. After extracting top nouns
for the pattern 〈occur, during, *〉 we came up with following nouns: season, phase,
summer, winter, stage. Using these nouns as context, and comparing similarity
between it and the features of each senses of the noun spring, we got spring #1 as
most similar sense, which means the season of growth. Applying this idea on tuple
〈pump, from, spring〉 gives following nouns as context: mine, pit, stream, station,
and source. After calculating similarities between all spring-n senses and the context
words, we got the spring #2 as the result which means a natural flow of ground water.
We evaluated this WSD method on 200 tuples of InitTuples containing ambiguous
nouns as their w2 as test data. The correct senses of ambiguous nouns in these
tuples were identified by two human annotators. We have achieved a 0.78 kappa
score for the human inter-annotator agreement. Evaluating the WSD on this test
data yields the accuracy of 74 %.

4.2.5 Mapping Semantic-Cat To a Real Number

In the Subsection 4.2.2, we used semantic-cat to remove tuples containing non-action
nominals. However, it can also be used to rank action nominals, based on how likely
they can refer to an event. In other words, nouns under some WEDS synsets refer
to event more often than some others. For example synsets like event, process are
more event-denoting than state. Additionally, sense numbers of the nouns that
belong to these synsets are important as well, e.g., event/1 is more probable to
denote an event than event/2, and it is relative to event/3, and so on. In order to
capture action denoting strength of any action nominals, we converted semantic-
cat to a real numbers called catVal. To obtain the value of catVal we used two
metrics:

1. the ratio of the nouns belong to the synset that denote event,

2. the sense number of the noun that denotes event.

The less the sense number is, the higher is the catVal value. Algorithm 1 (italic
lines) shows details of this calculation. CatVal will be used in ranking step in
Section 4.5.
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4.3 Aggregating Tuples Based on Verb Pairs and Direction

As explained in Section 3, there is a co-occurrence frequency of the tuple (λ) to
characterize its statistical salience; however, it is not accurate enough to determine
the real strength of the semantic relations solely. On the other hand, a pair of events
may be related by different links in different tuples. So, we decided to aggregate
the tuples based on their event pairs and the relation direction. The event pairs in
InitTuples are now in the form of verb-noun pairs. Although some of these nouns
may denote the same event, however, they may have different derivational forms
like graduation, graduating, graduate, etc. So, we decided to convert w2 nouns to
their corresponding verbs to get verb-verb pairs. In addition to solving the problem
of tuple aggregation, this conversion is also necessary to find common arguments in
the next section. We used derivationally related form API of WordNet to convert
nouns to their corresponding verb(s), see Figure 3 b).

Having verb-verb pairs in the tuples, we now can aggregate the tuples based
on their verb pairs and the relation direction, summing the co-occurrence frequency
and concatenating the links for them. This way, verb pairs that are related through
different links (in different tuples) will be connected through concatenation of that
links (converted to just one tuple). This grouping process reduces the number of
tuples (distinct verb pairs) in our KB to about 1.5 M tuples. Doing so, the weight of
each verb pair is now the sum of the weights of all tuples that have been grouped to
create that pair. This new sum is more accurate to capture the strength of semantic
relationship between two verbs. We call this new metric wSequence or wSeq for
short. Figure 3 shows this process for the verb pair admit-graduate.

Figure 3. a) Initial tuples of pair admit-graduate, b) convert nouns to their corresponding
verbs, c) aggregate the tuples based on verb pairs and the direction
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4.4 Roles of Common Arguments

Considering the fact that semantically related verbs should have common arguments,
we believe that the more two verbs are semantically related, the more words they
will have as their common arguments (subject or object). For instance, plant and
harvest which are semantically related have many words that can be their common
arguments, but plant and crash, which are not semantically related, have almost no
word as their common arguments:

• Argument (plant) ∩ Argument (harvest) = {crop, plant, grape, seed, potato,
grain, fruit, corn,wheat},
• Argument (plant) ∩ Argument (crash) = Ø.

We call these words that can be arguments of both verbs common arguments.
Common arguments can be found in subject and object links in TypeDM. There
are more than 10 M such links in TypeDM. We define Common Argument Weight
(CAW) as the relative measure of the strength between two verbs. To acquire this
value for two given verbs verb1 and verb2, we have firstly chosen subject and object
links (tuples) of TypeDM for them, namely V1Links and V2Links, respectively.
There are about a few thousands such links for each verb in TypeDM. Then we
joined the tuples of V1Links and V2Links based on their common arguments to get
joint tuples jointTuples. That is, for each tuple of V1Links×V2Links if V1Links.arg
equals V2Links.arg, we keep (join) them, otherwise discard them. Then, we calculate
f(λ1, λ2) as a function of λ1 and λ2 of the joint tuple, where λ1 is the weight of
verb1 tuple and λ2 is the weight of verb2 tuple. Lastly, by sorting the joint tuples
based on f(λ1, λ2) and picking the highest one, CAW can be calculated as a function
of λ1, λ1 of this tuple. See Algorithm 2 for more details.

Algorithm 2 has three outputs, CAW, common arguments and role mapping.
Common arguments can be acquired by selecting common arguments of top n tuples
from sortedTuples, sorted tuples of jointTuples based on f(λ1, λ2). Role mapping
maps the thematic roles of related verbs (e.g., the Agent of kill is mapped to the
Patient of arrest). This is very useful information about semantically related verbs
that can be used in many NLP applications, like Coreference Resolution. In order
to get this mapping, we have heuristically chosen the rel1 and rel2 of the top 1 tuple
from sortedTuples. Although this is only a heuristic, but in most cases it works
properly. The rationale behind it is that the common argument that comes with
both verbs most of the times has a certain role with each verb. Hence, choosing the
top 1 tuple of the sortedTuples which has the highest value of λc is a simple and
acceptable solution for this problem. The verb pair (escape, arrest), for instance, has
nouns like prisoner, criminal, man as their common arguments which are usually
subject of escape and object of arrest. So, for this verb pair, we obtain the mapping
escape (sbj) = arrest (obj).

Although gathered from big parsed corpora and not necessarily co-occurring
in the same document, the acquired common arguments are so accurate. Beside
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for extraction of CAW, Role Mapping, and Common Ar-
guments

a metric for relations strength measurement, common arguments can act as a mean
to disambiguate polysemous verb with respect to another verb. For instance in
(install, execute) common arguments are words denoting a program or script, which
indicates execute means run a program, but in (arrest, execute) common arguments
denote a prisoner or criminal, which indicates execute means put to death. Table 5
shows some examples of CAW, common arguments and role mapping.

Table 5. Some examples of CAW, common arguments and role mapping
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4.4.1 Calculating f(λ1, λ2)

In above subsection we expressed f(λ1, λ2) as a function that combines λ1 and λ1
as a single metric which we called λc. We decided to choose the minimum of λ1
and λ2 as f(λ1, λ2), i.e. f(λ1, λ2) = minimum(λ1, λ2). One may wonder why we
have chosen minimum not maximum or multiplication of λ1 and λ2, for example.
We opted for the minimum for two reasons. First, it is obvious that both of λ1
and λ2 are important in weighting the joint tuple of v1Link and v2Link, so we have
to use a function of both values. Second, if we choose multiplication or maximum
or average of λ1 and λ2, it may cause undesirable results, because the common
argument may come with verb1 (verb2) more often than the other, resulting in
a big value for λ1(λ2). So if we multiply, sum, or choose the maximum value of λ1
and λ2, we will get a high value of CAW for a verb pair that may not agree with
their common arguments.

4.5 Calculating Combined Metric

Since the beginning of Section 4, we introduced three metrics that can be used
in ranking semantically related verbs based on the relations strength, i.e., catVal,
wSeq, and CAW. In this section, after introducing a new metric, we plan to combine
them to obtain combined metric.

In addition to the metrics introduced in previous subsections, we can use PMI
(Pointwise Mutual Information). PMI (Equation (1)) is information-theory ap-
proach to measure the statistical association between two words. In our dataset,
PMI estimates whether the co-occurrence of two verbs is higher than the a priori
probability of them occurring independently. PMI defined as:

PMI(v1, v2) = log

(
P (v1, v2)

P (v1)P (v2)

)
. (1)

The value of P (v1, v2) can be obtained from the of co-occurrence weight of two
words acquired from the corpus (Section 3). For calculating the value of P (v1), the
sum of λ in all tuples T where v1 ∈ T is computed. P (v2) is calculated in a similar
way.

Now there are four metrics which can be used to rank tuples of verb pairs based
on their relation strength. In order to create the combined ranking formula based
on these metrics, we ranked 150 verb pairs manually and used them as train data
of a linear regression model.

4.6 Deduce Relation Types

To classify semantic relations, following Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) [28],
we grouped discourse relations into four classes: causal relations (Contingency),
temporal relations (Precedence, Succession), comparison relations (Contrast), and
expansion relations (Conjunction).
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Contingency is used when the connective indicates that one of the events causally
influences the other.

Temporal is used when the connective indicates that the situations described in
the arguments are related temporally.

Comparison applies when the connective indicates that the relation highlight
prominent differences between the two situations.

Expansion covers those relations which expand the discourse by providing addi-
tional information or illustrating alternative situations.

To acquire relation types between verb pairs, we used their connecting links. As
explained in previous subsections, there are 24 links connecting verb pairs in our KB
(see Table 1). After aggregating tuples based on verb pairs and the relation di-
rection, every verb pair is connected through a subset of these links (Figure 3).
Now the problem is to infer relation type(s) from the connecting links. For each
relation, there are some linguistic cues to infer it from Table 6 shows these cue
links.

Our introduced cue words for each relation are in accordance with the above-
mentioned definitions of those relations. In temporal relation, for example, the defi-
nition says “the connective indicates that the situations described in the arguments
are related temporally”. Each of our introduced cue words for temporal relation is
such indicative without no exception or ambiguity. The after and before preposi-
tions denote succession and precedence relations, respectively, which are subtypes
of the Asynchronous temporal relation introduced in PDTB. Until and upon de-
note succession relation as well. The prepositions at, on, while, during, whilst, and
over denote Synchronous relations which is subtype temporal relation introduced
in PDTB. Some of these prepositions could denote other meanings than those of
temporal relation. For example, at and on could denote position or location, but as
we removed non-event arguments for these prepositions in Section 4.2, they will just
denote temporal relation in existing tuples. For the comparison (contrast) and ex-
pansion (Conjunction) relations, the selected cue words in Table 6 are in accordance
with PDTB definitions for these relations.

Table 6. Cue word links for each relation type

For three relations, i.e. temporal, comparison, and expansion we can use a rule,
based on their cue words to infer the existence of that relation between each verb
pair. That is, these three relations can be identified by this simple rule: for each
relation R ∈ {temporal, comparison, expansion} if the words in connecting link be-
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tween verbs v1 and v2 contain a cue word of the relation R, then the relation R
holds between v1 and v2.

For the cause, on the other hand, we could not find any rule that works based on
its introduced cue words. For instance, in the tuple 〈charge, with, offend〉 the prepo-
sition with is a sign of causal relation between offend and charge, but in 〈answer,
with, laugh〉 there is no causal relation between laugh and answer. The problem
is that these connectors are ambiguous in that they are associated with several
relations. In addition, the amount of links contribution in relations (i.e. the co-
occurrence weight of the tuple in corpus) is not 1, 0 modes (i.e. exist or not exist)
but they can take a value ranging from small amount to several hundreds. We be-
lieve that the links values are also important in determining the relations. Hence,
sometimes three cue words with relatively low co-occurrence value (through (10),
by (5), via (2)) could denote the cause relation and sometimes just two cue words
with high co-occurrence value (with (200), by (170)) is enough. Sometimes one cue
word like because can solely be translated to the cause relation. These all indicate
that generalizing the links to get a rule to translate links set to the cause relation
is not easy. So we decided to use a learning method for this task.

In order to acquire training data, we manually collected instances of cause and
non-cause event pairs from the KB. We labeled 500 cause and 500 non-cause verb
pairs. We used the value of connecting links as input features to train a supervised
model for classifying relation between verb pairs as cause or non-cause. We chose
the Random Forest classifier implemented in Weka [29] to train the model which
yielded the highest performance.

5 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the evaluation of our semantically related verbs KB.
Specifically we performed experiments to evaluate

(1) the direction between verbs pairs,

(2) the ranking of verb pairs based on their strength of association,

(3) the quality of the four categories relations between verb pairs in KB (i.e., causal,
temporal, comparison, and expansion),

(4) the mapping between thematic roles of verb pairs.

For each experiment we created a test data from our KB and asked human anno-
tators to annotate them. Also, for cause relation of case (3) which is most important
semantic relation in our task, we compared the performance of our approach with
knowledge bases that are extracted in similar way. This experiment is done against
available data sets of causal relations that are explained in following subsection. We
consulted the freely available resources VerbOcean [13] and V2R [20]. VerbOcean
data contains 98 362 tuples including 58 330 distinct verb pairs. V2R contains over
8 000 000 tuples including 3 803 294 distinct verb pairs. It should be noted that the
tuples in V2R contain some prefixes or affixes that could affect normal comparison.
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For example many tuples contain a [not] or [state verb] prefix. We removed these
affixes before comparison. We also removed its tuples which contained non-word
tokens (e.g. numbers, quotation, exclamation mark).

5.1 Data Sets

5.1.1 Available Data

This section presents details of freely available data for cause-effect relations. The
details of this data set are explained below.

SemEval-2: SemEval-2 Task 8 focuses on multi-way classification of semantic re-
lations between pairs of nominals. One of these relations is Cause-Effect (CE).
In the original dataset in each sentence one causal pair has been annotated.
We have extracted these pairs. Because the events in VerbOcean, V2R and
our KB are expressed through verb pairs, we converted event pairs extracted
from SemEval to their corresponding verbs (if possible). This way we obtained
451 Cause-Effect verb pairs.

WordNet cause relations: WordNet contains causal relations between verb pairs.
Extracting these relations from WordNet we obtained 743 cause verb pairs.

ECED: in [14] the authors have annotated some causal relations from news doc-
uments and used the data in developing and evaluation of their method. We
extracted causal event pairs from these annotated data and converted event
nouns to their corresponding verbs. This way we get 400 cause-effect verb pairs.
We called these data ECED.

As the first experiment, we compared our method with V2R and VerbOcean against
above data. This experiment tests the coverage of causal relation along with the
direction of relation in our KB. Figure 4 and Table 7 show the results.

The better coverage of our result in comparison with V2R becomes more valuable
when taking this point into account that the total number of distinct verb pairs in
our KB is far lesser that of in V2R (0.9 M vs. 3.8 M). This means that besides the
coverage, the precision of our method is much higher.

Table 7. Coverage of cause relation in our KB, V2R, and VerbOcean with respect to
ECED, WordNet cause relation and SemEval-2010
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Figure 4. Recall comparison of our method against V2R and VerbOcean

5.1.2 Annotated Data from Our KB

We collected test data from our KB for experiments (1) to (4). These test sets were
selected randomly with equal proportion of weak and strong relation strength. We
asked two annotators to annotate these data. Then we tested our KB against these
test data. The process is explained in more details below.

We selected 100 verb pairs from our KB randomly to create two test sets for
experiments (1) and (4), respectively. Then we asked two annotators to identify
the direction of relations between each pair (experiment 1) and find the mapping
between thematic roles of the verb pairs (experiment 4). The kappa score for the
human inter-annotator agreement achieved on Test-set1 (Test-set4) is 0.94 (0.51),
respectively. Then we compared the direction of these tuples with that of our KB.
The precision for relation direction and thematic role mapping was 91 % and 46 %,
respectively.

For experiment (3), i.e. evaluating the quality of the four categories relations
between verb pairs in KB, we created a test data from our KB. For this purpose,
we selected 100 verb pairs for each of four categories randomly. These data were
annotated by two human annotators to determine if the semantic relation holds be-
tween the verb pairs of each test set or not. They were provided with annotation
guidelines where it was needed. For instance, the cause relation is hard to identify,
so we adopted the annotation guidelines from [31, 18] which are as follows: “Assign
cause label to a pair (a, b), if the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) a tempo-
rally precedes/ overlap in time, (2) while keeping as many state of affairs constant
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as possible, modifying a must entail predictably modifying b. Otherwise assign non-
cause label”. The kappa scores for the human inter-annotator agreement achieved
on causal, temporal, comparison, and expansion Test-sets are 0.51, 0.91, 0.74, and
0.62, respectively. We compared our KB against these data. Table 8 shows the
results.

Table 8. Precision of our relations

For experiment (4), i.e. the task of ranking verb pairs based on the strength of
relations, we randomly selected 10 verbs. Two annotators were asked to sort related
verbs of each 10 verbs based on the strength of their association. We employed
Spearman’s rank correlation co-efficient (Equation (2)) to compare the ranked list
of verb pairs based on the scores of our metrics and the rank given by the human
annotators.

P =
n(
∑
xiyi)− (

∑
xi)(

∑
yi)√

n(
∑
x2i )− (

∑
xi)2

√
n(
∑
y2i )− (

∑
yi)2

. (2)

Here, n is the total number of verb pairs in the test set, xi is the human an-
notation rank and yi is the metric’s rank of verb pairs of the test set. Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient has a range of [−1, 1]. A coefficient of −1 corresponds
to the two lists being perfectly negatively correlated (one is the reverse sort of the
other), a coefficient of 1 corresponds to perfect correlation, and a coefficient of 0 for
rankings being completely independent.

Table 9 shows the results of evaluating introduced metrics for relation strength.
The A, B, C, D, and E schemas are λ, wSeq, wSeq + CAW, wSeq + CAW + catVal,
and combined metrics, respectively.

Table 9. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the metrics

6 CONCLUSION

Providing a repository of semantic relation between verbs is of great importance
in various NLP applications including Question Answering [1, 2], Machine Trans-
lation, Information Extraction, Coreference Resolution [3], Prediction [4], Summa-
rization [5], Recognizing Textual Entailment [6], etc.
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In this paper, we discussed how parsed data of a big corpus could have a signifi-
cant impact on creating semantic relations repository between verbs. We used both
verb and action nominals as event triggers. Incorporating connecting links between
event pairs, we tried to classify relations types to categories such as causal relations,
temporal relations, comparison relations, and expansion relations. In order to deter-
mine the strength of association between verb pairs, we introduced some numerical
measures including wSeq, CAW, catVal, and PMI. We evaluated our work against
two freely available resources of semantic verbs. As reported in the evaluation sec-
tion, the result was promising.

On the other hand, one limitation in our work is that there is no phrasal verb
in our repository. The reason is that the parser used in parsing source corpora did
not distinguish between particle and preposition. In other word, it treats put on
shoulder and put on clothes the same, while in the former on is a preposition and
in the latter it is a particle. This way, for a sentence like put on clothes we wrongly
have put as the verb. This has a negative effect on the quality of our results.
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